
Streamline Grammar Practice 
Grammar Workshop™ , Gr. 6–8, prepares students to communicate clearly 
and correctly through explicit instruction, scaffolded practice, and 
immediate application of skills. Students learn grammatical concepts in a 
supported and logical sequence of structured lessons—Learn, Practice,  
and Write—to help them apply their knowledge of language in their writing. 

NEW!
for Grades 6–8

Lessons focus on core 
grammar topics.

Boldfaced lesson 
vocabulary defines 
key academic terms.

Writing Hint offers tips 
related to the lesson.
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UNIT 1

Lesson English Learners Striving Learners

1 Have students identify  
the verbs in the chart on 
page 5.

Make a 2-column Subjects and 
Verbs Chart, and have students 
complete it.

2 Explain that simple means 
“having only one part.” 
Other meanings include 
“easy,” “bare,” “plain,” and 
“ordinary.”

Have students brainstorm sentences 
with the Helping Verbs on page 9 
and identify the simple predicates 
and verb phrases.

3 Have partners work on 
the exercises together,  
explaining their work  
to each other.

Review with students each of the 
four explanations on page 13. 
Provide additional examples for 
each.

4 Stress the prefix com- 
(meaning “together”) in 
combined and compound. 
Ask: What has been put 
together?

Work on the first two Exercise 1 
items as a group, and then have 
students work independently. Talk 
through Exercise 2 before students 
write.

5 Explain that the term object is 
often used to describe how  
English works.

For the first three items in Exercise 
1, ask what and whom questions. 
Then have students work on their 
own.

6  Pronounce the bold 
vocabulary words and have 
students repeat after you.

Review subjects and predicates. 
Have students locate subject 
complements in the  
sample sentences. 

Depending on the needs of their students, teachers may differentiate 
and/or scaffold instruction to accommodate individual or small-group 
learning differences. Following are suggestions that will support the 
acquisition of the vocabulary and language in Level Teal.

Unit 1 Vocabulary
sentence
subject
predicate
verb
complete subject
complete predicate
simple subject

simple predicate
verb phrase
understood subject
inverted sentences
compound subject
compound verb
action verbs

direct object
subject complement
linking verbs
predicate nominative
predicate adjective
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Grade 6, Student Edition Grade 6, Student Edition

Grade 6, Teacher’s Edition

Build Grammar Skills with Focus and Flexibility
All Practice exercises are targeted and scaffolded to develop each skill. Literary models 
help students analyze professional writing and activities offer students an opportunity 
to apply what they have learned in response to grade-appropriate writing prompts.

grades 
6–8

STUDENT EDITION✹

ANNOTATED  
TEACHER’S EDITION

ISBN ITEM No. ISBN ITEM No.

6 978-1-4217-0136-3 0136-3 978-1-4217-0146-2 0146-2

7 978-1-4217-0137-0 0137-0 978-1-4217-0147-9 0147-9

8 978-1-4217-0138-7 0138-7 978-1-4217-0148-6 0148-6

grades 
6–8

STUDENT EDITION eBOOK▼❖ TEACHER’S EDITION eBOOK

1-yr seat license per user,  
minimum purchase 20 users‡

1-yr seat license per user

ISBN ITEM No. ISBN ITEM No.

6 978-1-4217-0156-1 0156-1 978-1-4217-0166-0 0166-0

7 978-1-4217-0157-8 0157-8 978-1-4217-0167-7 0167-7

8 978-1-4217-0158-5 0158-5 978-1-4217-0168-4 0168-4

Proofreading Checklists are 
shorter, quick references of 
the Proofreading Checklist 
resource for students to use 
while completing writing 
assignments.

Write Your Own encourages 
students to apply what they 
learned by writing short 
passages based on an 
engaging writing prompt.

Guidance for 
differentiating 
instruction for 
striving and ELL 
learners is in 
every lesson.

✹ Also available as an eBook. ▼ Also available as a downloadable eBook.  
❖ Quantities for digital licenses must include all user types (i.e., administrators, 
teachers, and students) needing to access the content.

PRACTICE WRITE

Learn more and request a sample at 
www.SadlierSchool.com/GW6-8

order online www.SchoolStore.Sadlier.com
email  CustomerService@Sadlier.com
phone  800-221-5175
fax  212-312-6080

Contact your local Sadlier Educational Consultant 
www.SadlierSchool.com/FindMyRep


